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Recent research has questioned the validity of bond–slip relationships owing to the ‘necessity for the concrete to be

able to slip past the ribs on the bar’. Conversely, it is suggested in this paper that bond–slip models are simply a

numerical device that relates bond stress to the relative displacements between the concrete, which surrounds the

internal cracking zone, and steel. This paper shows that the short-term response of a reinforced concrete tension

member with a central reinforcement bar is predicted well by a one-dimensional non-linear finite-element analysis

incorporating a trilinear idealisation of the Model Code 1990 bond–slip relationship. The authors’ analysis is

significant since it is shown to predict many of the trends in behaviour observed in tests associated with tension

stiffening and cracking. Different approaches are adopted in Eurocode 2 (EC2) (2004) for modelling tension

stiffening in the calculation of crack width and mean axial extension. These approaches are reviewed in the light of

the authors’ finite-element analysis and existing experimental data. The EC2 models for mean axial strain are

shown to be reasonable but the crack spacing formula overestimates crack spacing in the tension members consid-

ered in this study.

Introduction

The tensile response of cracked reinforced con-

crete members depends on the interaction between

the reinforcement and surrounding concrete. An in-

compatibility in strain arises between the reinforce-

ment and concrete after cracking. The difference in

extension between the reinforcement and concrete

between cracks is conventionally thought to be ac-

commodated by slip between the reinforcement and

concrete. In a one-dimensional analysis, the crack

width is equal to the sum of the slips to either side

of the crack.

The present paper reviews the validity of the

MC901 bond–slip relationship in light of Beeby and

Scott’s2–4 experimental data from tension specimens

with internally strain gauged bars. Beeby and Scott2–4

questioned the validity of bond–slip relationships ow-

ing to the ‘necessity for the concrete to be able to

slip past the ribs on the bar’. They went on to sug-

gest that the incompatibility between the strains in

the concrete and reinforcement is accommodated by

internal cracking in the concrete around the bar of

the type first observed by Goto.5 Beeby and Scott

proposed an elastic model for the concrete bar inter-

action, incorporating springs of varying stiffness cho-

sen to develop a uniform distribution of bond stress

along the reinforcement. While theoretically valid, the

current authors believe that Beeby and Scott’s2–4 fun-

damental objection to bond–slip models is irrelevant

in the context of numerical models for bond–slip

which relate bond stress to the relative displacements

between the concrete, which surrounds the internal

cracking zone, and steel.

More significantly, Beeby and Scott2–4 questioned

the use of bond–slip models since they found that

bond stresses were almost constant between cracks,

initially increasing with load, before reaching a con-

stant value. The conclusion that bond stress is uni-

form between cracks, and increases with load,

would seem to invalidate the use of the MC90

bond–slip relationship, which assumes that bond

stress increases with slip. The current authors there-

fore re-examined Beeby and Scott’s2 Durham strain

data to determine whether the bond stress was uni-

formly distributed between cracks, as reported by

Beeby and Scott,2–4 or increased with slip as usual-

ly assumed.
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Analysis of bond–slip relationship in

Durham tension tests

Beeby and Scott2 carried out a series of tension tests

at the University of Durham on specimens 1200 mm

long by 120 mm square which were reinforced with a

central reinforcement bar that varied in diameter be-

tween 12 and 20 mm. The reinforcement bars were

internally strain gauged with gauges at 15 mm centres.

The Durham2 specimens T12B1, T16B1, T16B2 and

T20B1 were considered in the present work. The cur-

rent authors reanalysed the Durham2 reinforcement

strain data to determine the relationship between bond

stress and slip. The strain in the reinforcement varied

between a minimum approximately mid-way between

cracks, at the point of zero slip, to a maximum at

cracks where the slip is greatest. Mean strains were

calculated in the concrete at each strain gauge from the

mean stress in the concrete, which was derived from

axial equilibrium. The slip was calculated by subtract-

ing the extension of the concrete from that of the

reinforcement with all extensions measured from the

point of zero slip. The mean extension of the concrete

was estimated by numerically integrating the strains in

the concrete. Bond stresses were calculated adjacent to

cracks and over the development length at each end of

the specimens. Local bond stresses were initially calcu-

lated from the difference between the strains measured

at adjacent gauges, which were positioned at 15 mm

centres. The analysis showed that the relationship be-

tween bond stress and slip varied significantly along

the length of each tension member and locally between

adjacent strain gauges. The following two approaches

were used to develop a smooth bond–slip relationship

of the form used in MC901 which can be expressed as

� ¼ �max(s=s1)
Æ (1)

where s denotes slip. In MC90, �max is taken as 2ˇfc, s1
as 0.6 mm and Æ as 0.4 for the conditions appropriate

to the Durham tension tests.

(a) Bond stresses were estimated from the slope of a

line of best fit, constructed with the method of

least squares, through a graph of ˜T/(��˜) (where
˜T is the increment in tensile force in the reinfor-

cement from the adjacent point of zero slip and �
is the bar diameter) plotted against the distance x

along the bar from the point of zero slip (see Fig.

1). The line of best fit was assumed to be a power

law of the form ˜T/(��˜) ¼ axb, which was

typically found to give at least as good a correla-

tion with the test data as a linear relationship

which corresponds to a uniform bond stress.

(b) The method of least squares (see Fig. 2) was used

to construct a line of best fit through a plot of the

local bond stress between strain gauges plotted

against slip. The line of best fit was assumed to

have the same form as equation (1).

Typical results from the analyses are given in Figs 2

to 5, in which the mean bond stress between adjacent

strain gauges (smoothed average) is also plotted. The

graphs support the hypothesis that bond stress increases

between the point of zero slip and the adjacent crack,

as implied by the MC901 bond–slip relationship. The

peak bond stress tended to reduce significantly adjacent

to cracks, particularly at higher slips, as shown in Fig.

2, suggesting bond failure. The second procedure

tended to give the most reliable estimate of the average

bond stress between the point of zero slip and the

adjacent cracks if points adjacent to cracks where bond

failure occurred were excluded. Figs 3 and 5 show

typical bond–slip relationships derived with method 2

for specimens T12B1 and T16B1 respectively. The

figures also show the MC901 bond–slip relationship

for comparison. Analysis showed that the bond–slip

relationships derived using methods 1 and 2 varied both

spatially along the member and with load as shown in

Figs 3 and 5.

The data were therefore re-examined to determine

whether the mean bond stress between cracks along the

length of the member increased with applied load as

implied by the MC901 bond–slip relationship. To this

end, mean bond stresses were calculated in specimens
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T12B1, T16B1 and T20B1, at each loading stage, be-

tween cracks and adjacent points of zero slip. The slip

was estimated to either side of each crack by subtract-

ing the extension of the concrete from that of the

reinforcement. The resulting bond stresses and slips

were averaged at each load stage. The corresponding

bond–slip relationships are plotted for members

T12B1, T16B1 and T20B1 in Fig. 6. Bond stresses

were also calculated with MC90 in each specimen at

each strain gauge from the slips derived from the meas-

ured reinforcement strains at each load increment. The

mean of the resulting bond stresses are plotted in Fig. 6

for each specimen. Analysis of the test data showed

that the distribution of slip along the reinforcement bars

between cracks was almost linear. This is reflected in

Fig. 6, which also shows the mean bond stress given by

MC90 for a linear distribution of slip. Fig. 6 shows that

the measured and predicted mean bond stresses com-

pare very favourably, suggesting that the MC901 bond–

slip relationship may be used to predict the response of

the test specimens in one-dimensional non-linear finite-

element analysis (NLFEA). This conclusion is largely

confirmed by the NLFEA described in the next section.

NLFEA analysis

A one-dimensional NLFEA analysis was carried out

to investigate how realistically the response of tension

members could be predicted with an analysis incorpor-

ating the MC901 bond–slip relationship. A one-dimen-

sional analysis is consistent with the current authors’

derivation of bond–slip relationships in the previous

section but simplistic in the sense that plane sections

are assumed to remain plane. In reality, cracks are

widest at the surface of the concrete and narrowest at

the surface of the reinforcement. A numerical, rather

than analytical, approach was used in the bond–slip

analysis since analytical solutions of the type presented

by Balzas6 are only valid at first cracking when the

strains are equal in the reinforcement and concrete

remote from a crack. Fig. 7 shows the one-dimensional

finite-element mesh used to model the Durham2 ten-

sion members, employing the NLFEA analysis program

ADAPTIC.7 The reinforcement bar was connected to

the concrete elements with joint elements incorporating

the trilinear idealisation of the MC901 bond–slip rela-

tionship shown in Fig. 8 in which the slope of the

unloading line was assumed to be parallel to the initial
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loading line. The concrete was modelled with a

smeared crack model in which the tensile stress in the

concrete was assumed to reduce linearly to zero after

cracking. The crack strain at which the tensile stress

reduced to zero was taken as

�u ¼ 2Gf=hf t (2)

where Gf is the fracture energy, f t is the concrete

tensile strength and h is the length of each concrete

element which was 10 mm. The elements are consid-

ered to have been sufficiently short to simulate the

formation of discrete cracks. The specimens were effec-

tively oriented vertically in the analysis as in the tests

and were loaded through the reinforcement at their

upper end. Both the concrete and reinforcement were

axially restrained at the lower end of the specimen,

unlike the tests in which the load was applied through

the reinforcement at each end of the member. The

tensile strength of the concrete was assumed to be uni-

form throughout the member in the NLFEA. In reality,

the concrete tensile strength varies stochastically along

the member and cracks develop successively at the

weakest sections. This behaviour was simulated in the

NLFEA by applying a notional uniformly distributed

vertical load to the concrete to introduce a stress gradi-

ent within the uncracked member. This reduced the

tensile stress in the concrete at the base of the un-

cracked specimen by around 5% of the concrete tensile

strength. The position of each crack was identified

sequentially before it formed by identifying the element

within which the stress in the concrete was greatest.

The crack width was controlled at each crack sequen-

tially, as it developed, with an arc length solution pro-

cedure. In this way, the width of the most recent crack

was controlled throughout the analysis.

Table 1 summarises the concrete material properties

used in the NLFEA analyses which were estimated

from the loads at first cracking in the tension tests.

There was some degree of subjectivity in determining

the load at first cracking but this does not significantly

influence the results. The difference between the tensile

strengths given in Table 1 for the tension specimens at

first cracking and the cylinder splitting tests is a mea-

sure of the tensile stress induced by restrained shrink-

age prior to loading and the variability in strength

between the control specimens and the ties.

Results of analysis of Durham specimens

Typical results are presented in this section from the

analysis of the Durham2 specimens T12B1, T16B1,

T16B2 and T20B1. The calculated load–displacement

response is shown in Fig. 9 for specimen T12B1 which

was typical. Snap-back occurred, with the member un-

loading almost elastically, after the formation of each

crack since the elastic deformation recovery on unload-

ing was greater than the increase in crack width owing

to slip. The stiffness on reloading was governed by the

number of cracks that had formed, which in turn gov-

erned the mean tensile stress in the concrete.

The change in stiffness on crack formation shown in

Fig. 9 is similar to that shown by Beeby and Scott3 in

their analysis of the tension specimen 100T12 tested by

Scott and Gill.8 The essential difference is that Scott

and Gill’s8 tests were load controlled so that unloading
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Table 1. Details of Durham2 tension specimens

Specimen Bar dia:

mm

Concrete cube

strengths*: MPa

Concrete splitting

strength*: MPa

Tensile strength used

in analysis: MPa

T12B1 12 21.9 1.5 1.5

T16B1 16 23.5 1.9 1.4

T16B2 16 50.0 3.5 2.1

T20B1 20 33.7 2.5 1.7

* At start of test.
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did not occur after cracking. It is not therefore possible

to assess the accuracy of the predicted unloading re-

sponse from the essentially ‘elastic’ response of the

specimen described by Beeby and Scott.3–4

Comparison of measured and predicted

crack development

The loads at which cracks developed in the test

specimens and the NLFEA are summarised in Table 2.

Typically at least one more crack formed in the NLFEA

than in the tests since the load was applied to the

reinforcement at only one end in the NLFEA. The

development of cracking in the NLFEA is discussed

below for specimen T16B1, which was typical.

Cracks developed sequentially in the NLFEA of spe-

cimen T16B1 between 22 kN and 96 kN even though

the concrete tensile strength was assumed to be essen-

tially uniform throughout the member. An almost uni-

formly spaced crack pattern developed after the

formation of the sixth crack at a load of 35 kN. The

calculated crack spacing varied between 170 and

210 mm with a mean of 186 mm, which is close to the

measured mean spacing of 225 mm at 43.7 kN. Subse-

quently, two further cracks developed in the NLFEA at

96 kN. Figs 10(a) to (e) show the predicted distribution

of stresses in the reinforcement, concrete and the corre-

sponding bond stresses in specimen T16B1 just before

the formation of the fourth crack at 27.5 kN and at

73.3 kN for direct comparison with the test data. The

distribution of tensile stress in Fig. 10(a) is almost

parabolic since the distribution of bond stress is almost

linear as shown in Fig. 10(c). Following the formation

of each crack, the peak value of the tensile stress in-

creased up to the assumed concrete tensile strength

when a further crack formed.

Table 2 shows that the NLFEA predicted the ob-

served development of cracking well. Beeby3,9 has

shown that an almost linear relationship exists between

measured mean crack spacing and the reciprocal of the

average strain at crack formation. The realism of the

authors’ NLFEA was therefore investigated further by

plotting the mean crack spacing against 1/(average

strain at crack formation). The mean crack spacing was

calculated by dividing the specimen length by the num-

ber of cracks plus 1. Fig. 11 shows that the NLFEA

predicted an almost linear relationship between the

mean crack spacing and 1/(average strain) for speci-

mens T12B1, T16B1 and T20B1. The test values are

not plotted in Fig. 11 since the strains at which cracks

formed were not reported.

Comparison of measured and predicted

crack spacing

The crack spacing is related to the distance S0 over

which the stress in the concrete increases from zero at

a crack to the concrete tensile strength. It is readily

shown that in the limit the crack spacing lies between

S0 and 2S0 with an average spacing of around 1.5 S0 if

it is assumed that no cracks can form within a distance

S0 of an existing crack.3 The distance S0 is frequently

assumed to be constant and related to the bar diameter

and cover as in the Eurocode 2 (EC2)10 equation for

the maximum crack spacing which is given below

Smax ¼ 2S0 ¼ 3:5cþ 0:425k1k2�=r (3)
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Table 2. Development of cracking in Scott’s test specimens

Specimen Test NLFEA

First load increment at

which strains were recorded

Load at final crack during

initial loading

First cracking Load*

after cracking Load: kN Number of Load: kN Number of

Load: kN Number of cracks cracks

Load: kN Number of

cracks

cracks

T12B1 25.2 2 29.5 3 23.1 1 29.8 5

T16B1 29.0 3 56.9 4 22.9 1 35.1 6

T16B2 32.5 1 53.2 4 32.6 1 46.7 6

T20B1 26.5 3 39.3 5 25.1 1 39.5 5

* Closest load at crack formation to load at final crack in test.

Modelling short-term tension stiffening in tension members
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where c is the cover, k1 ¼ 0.8, k2 ¼ 1 for pure tension,

� is the bar diameter and r ¼ As/Aceff . Beeby
11 showed

that equation (3) can be derived by combining the non-

slip and slip theories of cracking. The first term in

equation (3) is given by non-slip theory while the

second term is given by slip theory which assumes

plane sections remain plane and bond failure occurs.

Neither of these assumptions is true but the latter is

most significant since it implies that S0 is constant,

which is inconsistent with the predictions of bond–slip

theory as discussed below.

The distance S0, over which the concrete stress in-

creased from zero at a crack to the concrete tensile

strength, was extracted from the results of the current

authors’ NLFEA by examining the stress distribution in

the concrete immediately before the formation of each

crack (e.g. Fig. 10(a)). The results are plotted in Fig.

12, which shows that the distance S0 reduced signifi-

cantly in the NLFEA as the crack pattern developed.

This suggests that the crack spacing may not be un-

iquely defined in terms of the cover or ultimate bond

strength as assumed in equation (3) since S0 depends

on the stress in the reinforcement at the crack which

governs the slip and hence bond stress. It is also inter-
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esting to note that cracking continued to develop until

the reinforcement yielded in the NLFEA. This observa-

tion supports Beeby and Scott’s4 hypothesis that the

concept of a stabilised crack pattern is fictitious pro-

vided that the ultimate bond strength is not reached.

Mean crack spacings were calculated in the test

specimens and NLFEA by dividing the distance be-

tween the points adjacent to each end of the specimen

where the strain in the reinforcement was a minimum

by the number of cracks. This procedure was adopted

to minimise the influence of the different boundary

conditions in the NLFEA and the test specimens. The

resulting crack spacings are compared in Table 3 at the

peak load applied in the tests for specimens T12B1,

T16B1, T16B2 and T20B1 respectively. The mean

crack spacings given by EC210 (0.75Smax from equation

(3)) are also shown in Table 3 for comparison. Table 3

shows that the NLFEA gave reasonable estimates of the

mean experimental crack spacing which was signifi-

cantly overestimated by EC2.10

Comparison between measured and

predicted crack widths

The crack width is given by the extension of the

reinforcement relative to the concrete between adjacent

points of zero slip to either side of the crack. The

distance between the points of zero slip varies from 2S0
after the formation of the first crack to a minimum of

S0 as cracking develops. It follows that the maximum

crack width is given by

wmax ¼ 2S0(�sm � �cm) (4)

where �sm is the mean strain in the reinforcement and

�cm is the mean strain in the concrete. Beeby and Scott3

assumed that S0 was 3.05c and that the bond stress

was uniform but increased with load. In this case, they

showed that assuming no interference between cracks,

equation (4) can be simplified to

wmax ¼ 3:05c�s2 (5)

where c is the cover and �s2 is the strain in the reinfor-

cement at the crack.

EC210 gives a formula for the maximum crack width

which is equivalent to equation (6) below if kt and

Srmax are taken as 0.5 and 6.10c respectively

wmax ¼ 6:10c(�s � 0:5�sr) (6)

where �sr is the peak strain in the reinforcement at the

end of the crack formation stage which is calculated in

EC210 using the mean tensile strength fctm at the time

of cracking.

It is noteworthy that Beeby and Scott4 found that

equation (5) gives good estimates of crack width in all

cases in practice. The apparent universal applicability

of equation (5) is inconsistent with the assumptions

implicit in equation (6) for peak reinforcement strains

greater than �sr. Equation (6) is equivalent to equation

(5) when the peak strain in the reinforcement is �sr. It
is assumed in the derivation of equation (6) that the

tensile stress distribution in the concrete subsequently

remains unchanged as the peak strain in the reinforce-

ment increases from �sr to �s. It follows that the maxi-

mum tensile stress in the concrete between cracks

varies between 0.5fct i for a crack spacing of S0 to fct i for

a crack spacing of 2S0 where fct i is the tensile strength

at the formation of the ith crack which EC210 takes as

the mean tensile strength fctm at the end of the crack

formation phase.

Beeby and Scott3,4 justified the universal applicabil-

ity of equation (5) by assuming that (a) the distance S0
over which the stress in the concrete increases from

zero at a crack to fct i is constant and (b) the bond stress

is uniform but increases with applied load, allowing

cracks to form within a distance S0 of existing cracks.
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Table 3. Comparison of measured and predicted crack spacing

Specimen Load: kN Mean crack spacing: mm

Test EC2 NLFEA 4.6c

T12B1 50.8 300 528 200 247

T16B1 73.0 225 425 186 238

T16B2 72.0 225 425 176 238

T20B1 72.0 200 360 196 229
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They further allowed the concrete tensile stress at

cracking fct i to increase up to a maximum of three

times the stress at first cracking. The main consequence

of these assumptions is that the mean crack spacing is

not limited to 1.5S0 as frequently assumed since cracks

can form within a distance S0 of existing cracks.

Beeby and Scott’s3,4 description of cracking has

many similarities with the predictions of the current

authors’ NLFEA as discussed in this paper. The most

fundamental differences are as follows

(a) Beeby and Scott3,4 assume S0 to be constant

whereas the current authors’ NLFEA predicts S0 to

reduce with load, as shown in Fig. 12.

(b) Beeby and Scott3,4 assume the bond stress is uni-

form over S0 and that it increases in proportion to

the applied load until it reaches a limiting value.

The authors’ analysis of the Durham2 strain data

suggests that the bond stress increased with slip

much as predicted by the MC90 bond–slip rela-

tionship as shown in Figs 3 to 6

(c) Beeby and Scott3,4 assume that the concrete tensile

strength varies by a factor of 3 within the member

whereas the authors assumed it to be essentially

uniform.

Crack widths are not reported for the Durham tests2

but have been estimated by dividing the extension of

the specimen by the number of cracks. This procedure

neglects the reduction in crack width owing to the

extension of the concrete but analysis of the strain

distribution in the reinforcement suggests that the error

is likely to be less than 0.02 mm. The extension of the

Durham2 specimens was calculated from axial strains

measured with a Demec gauge on consecutive 200 mm

gauge lengths over opposite sides of each specimen.

The strains were typically greater on one side of the

specimen than the other, indicating the presence of

curvature owing to the non-symmetric development of

cracking. The effect of curvature was eliminated in the

calculation of crack width by averaging the strains on

opposite faces of the specimens. The resulting mean

strains compared well with the mean strains measured

in the reinforcement, which indicates that plane sec-

tions remained plane over the Demec gauge length.

Crack widths were calculated (a) from the sum of

the slips to either side of each crack in the NLFEA, (b)

with EC2, (c) with equation (5) (which Beeby and

Scott4 found to give good estimates of crack width) and

(d ) with equation (6). Mean crack widths were calcu-

lated with EC2 and equation (6) assuming the mean

crack spacing was 3
4
the maximum spacing. The maxi-

mum crack widths from the NLFEA are shown to com-

pare very well with the crack widths given by equation

(5) in Fig. 13 in which the crack width is plotted

against the strain in the reinforcement at the cracks.

The experimental and predicted mean crack widths are

compared in Fig. 14 which shows that mean crack

widths were slightly underestimated by both the

NLFEA and equation (5). Equation (6) which is equiva-

lent to the crack width equation in EC210 but with a

reduced mean crack spacing of 0.75 3 6.1c ¼ 4.6c

gives the best results which is unsurprising since the

crack spacing of 4.6c is close to the experimental

values (see Table 3). As a final point, it is interesting to

note that the NLFEA predicts a linear relationship be-

tween peak reinforcement strain and crack width as

found by Beeby and Scott4 in their analysis of Farra

and Jaccoud’s tension specimens.12

Tension stiffening

The mean strain in the reinforcement is governed by

the residual tensile stress in the concrete after cracking.

It is important to recognise that the crack width de-

pends on the tensile stress distribution in the concrete

to either side of the crack between the points of zero

slip. On the other hand, the extension of a reinforced

concrete tie is related to the mean tensile stress in the

concrete f tm along the complete member which in turn

is related to the number of cracks. It follows that differ-
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ent expressions should be used for the calculation of

the mean strain in the reinforcement in crack width and

displacement calculations, as is done in EC2, unless

individual cracks are modelled in the displacement

calculation as done by Beeby and Scott.3 The mean

concrete tensile stress f tm in a complete tension mem-

ber is given by

f tm ¼ (N � AsEs�sm)=Ac (7)

where �sm is the mean strain averaged along the com-

plete length of the member, As is the area of reinforce-

ment and Ac the area of concrete.

Equation (7) was used to calculate the mean tensile

stress in the concrete in the Durham specimens2 from

the mean strains measured in the tests. The mean ten-

sile stress was also calculated in the NLFEA just before

the formation of each crack. The resulting tensile stres-

ses are plotted in Figs 15(a) to (d), which show that the

current authors’ NLFEA gives good estimates of the

residual tensile stress measured in the concrete.

In EC2,10 the mean instantaneous axial strain is

found as follows by interpolating between the strains in

uncracked �1 and fully cracked sections �2

�m ¼ (1� �)�1 þ ��2 (8)

where

� ¼ 1� �(Nr=N )2 (9)

Nr is the load at first cracking and � is a coefficient

that is taken as 1 for short-term loading

�1 ¼ N=[EcAc(1� mr)] (10)

�2 ¼ N=[AsEs] (11)

m ¼ Es=Ec (12)

r ¼ As=Ac (13)

Figure 9, which was typical, shows that both the

NLFEA and EC210 gave reasonable estimates of the

measured mean axial strain in T12B1. The EC210

analysis underestimated the axial strains before crack-

ing since it did not account for the fact that the mem-

bers were loaded through the reinforcement at each

end. Similarly, the NLFEA underestimated the initial

strain before cracking since the specimen was only

loaded through the reinforcement at one end. Overall it

is concluded that both the NLFEA and equation (9)

realistically account for the progressive loss of tension

stiffening owing to successive crack formation. Accord-

ing to EC2,10 the mean concrete tensile stress in the

tension member f tm is given by

f tm ¼ (1� �)N=[Ac(1þ m r)] (14)

Equation (14) was used to calculate the mean stress in

the Durham2 tension specimens with � ¼ 1 for instan-

taneous loading. The results are plotted in Figs 15(a) to

(d), which show that EC210 tended to overestimate the

mean residual tensile stress in the concrete. This obser-

vation is consistent with Fig. 9 which shows that EC2

slightly underestimated the axial strain in T12B1.

The loss of tension stiffening in the test specimens

(see Figs 15(a) to (d)) can be related to the develop-
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ment of cracking. For example, Fig. 15(c) shows that

the mean tensile stress in the concrete remained almost

constant in T16B1 after cracking, unlike T16B2 where

it reduced progressively. Analysis of the experimental

data shows that three cracks had formed in T16B1 at a

load of 29 kN, whereas four cracks formed progres-

sively in T16B2 between 32.5 kN and 53.2 kN. Simi-

larly, the steep loss in tension stiffening in T20B1 (see

Fig. 15(d)) at a reinforcement stress of 125 MPa (corre-

sponding to a slip of 0.07 mm in Fig. 6) occurred

owing to the formation of two additional primary

cracks. The mean tensile stress in the concrete re-

mained fairly constant thereafter up to the maximum

load of 73 kN. This is reflected in Fig. 6, which shows

that the mean bond stress only increased marginally as

the slip increased above 0.7 mm. Beeby and Scott2,3

suggested that the tension stiffening effect in the

Durham2 tests was independent of the concrete tensile

strength. The present authors suggest that this is only

the case after the onset of multiple cracking, which is

dependent on the concrete tensile strength. The current

authors’ NLFEA appears to predict the influence of

concrete tensile strength on tension stiffening more

realistically than EC2,10 which appears to overestimate

its influence.

Conclusion

It has been shown that the development of cracking

in axially reinforced tension members can be predicted

well with a simple one-dimensional finite-element

model in which bond–slip is modelled with the MC901

bond–slip relationship. Contrary to the conclusions of

Beeby and Scott,2–4 who argued that bond stress is

constant between cracks under a given load, it is sug-

gested that the Durham2 reinforcement strain data are

broadly consistent with the predictions of the MC90

bond–slip model in a one-dimensional analysis. The

NLFEA confirms Beeby and Scott’s2–4 view that there

is no theoretical reason for a unique relationship be-

tween crack spacing, bar diameter and ultimate bond

strength as commonly assumed. Rather, it is shown that

the distance S0 over which the stress in the concrete

increases from zero at a crack to the tensile strength of

concrete reduces with increasing load owing to the

increase in bond stress with slip. The NLFEA predicted

the crack spacing reasonably even though the effect of

cover was not modelled explicitly. This appears to be

the case since the cross-sectional area of the section,

and hence the cracking load, is approximately propor-

tional to the cover.2 It is concluded that the MC90

bond–slip relationship can be used to relate bond stress

to the relative displacements between the concrete,

surrounding the internal cracking zone, and steel.
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